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Israel A History Martin Gilbert
One of Britain's most acclaimed historians presents the experiences and ramifications of the last day of World War II in Europe May 8, 1945, 23:30 hours: With war still
raging in the Pacific, peace comes at last to Europe as the German High Command in Berlin signs the final instrument of surrender. After five years and eight months, the
war in Europe is officially over. This is the story of that single day and of the days leading up to it. Hour by hour, place by place, this masterly history recounts the final
spasms of a continent in turmoil. Here are the stories of combat soldiers and ordinary civilians, collaborators and resistance fighters, statesmen and war criminals, all
recounted in vivid, dramatic detail. But this is more than a moment-by-moment account, for Sir Martin Gilbert uses every event as a point of departure, linking each to its
long-term consequences over the following half century. In our attempts to understand the world we inherited in 1945, there is no better starting point than The Day the War
Ended.
A thorough analysis of Allied actions after learning about the horrors of Nazi concentration camps—includes survivors’ firsthand accounts. Why did they wait so long? Among
the myriad questions of what the Allies could have done differently in World War II, understanding why it took them so long to respond to the horrors of the Nazi
concentration camps—specifically Auschwitz—remains vital today. In Auschwitz and the Allies, Martin Gilbert presents a comprehensive look into the series of decisions that
helped shape this particular course of the war, and the fate of millions of people, through his eminent blend of exhaustive devotion to the facts and accessible, graceful
writing. Featuring twenty maps prepared specifically for this history and thirty-four photographs, along with firsthand accounts by escaped Auschwitz prisoners, Gilbert
reconstructs the span of time between Allied awareness and definitive action in the face of overwhelming evidence of Nazi atrocities. “An unforgettable contribution to the
history of the last war.” —Jewish Chronicle
“Mr. Gilbert brings the strongest possible credentials to his history of World War II, and the result is a magisterial work” (The New York Times). In the hands of master
historian Martin Gilbert, the complex and compelling story of the Second World War comes to life. This narrative captures the perspectives of leading politicians and war
commanders, journalists, civilians, and ordinary soldiers, offering gripping eyewitness accounts of heroism, defeat, suffering, and triumph. This is one of the first historical
studies of World War II that describes the Holocaust as an integral part of the war. It also covers maneuvers, strategies, and leaders operating in European, Asian, and Pacific
theatres. In addition, this book brings in survivor testimonies of occupation, survival behind enemy lines, and the experience of minority groups such as the Roma in Europe,
to offer a comprehensive account of the war’s impact on individuals on both sides. This is a sweeping narrative of one of the most deadly wars in history, which took almost
forty million lives, and irrevocably changed countless more. “Gilbert’s flowing narrative is spiced with anecdotal details culled from diaries, memoirs, and official documents.
He is especially skillful at interweaving summaries of military strategy with vignettes of civilian suffering.” —Newsweek “[A] masterful account of history’s most destructive
conflict.” —Publishers Weekly
In the wake of the Holocaust, the State of Israel came into being as a homeland for all Jews. Since then, five wars have tested Israel's ability to survive, and influxes of
emigrants enhanced the country's culture yet strained its social fabric. Now, as Israel celebrates 70 years of independence, the nation's fascinating story is told by renowned
historian Martin Gilbert, complete with images of important historical documents.
From the Birth of a Nation to the Present Day
The Arab-Israeli Conflict
A History of Jews in Muslim Lands
Among the Righteous
The Boys
The Emergence of Jewish Statehood
One of history’s greatest figures guides his nation to victory in the seventh volume of the acclaimed biographical masterpiece. This seventh
volume in the epic, multivolume biography of Winston Churchill takes up the story of “Churchill’s War” with the Japanese attack on Pearl
Harbor on December 7, 1941, and carries it on to the triumph of V-E Day, May 8, 1945, the end of the war in Europe. Gilbert charts
Churchill’s tortuous course through the storms of Anglo-American and Anglo-Soviet suspicion and rivalry and between the clashing priorities
and ambitions of other forces embattled against the common enemy: between General de Gaulle and his compatriots in France and the French
Empire; between Tito and other Yugoslav leaders; between the Greek Communists and monarchists; between the Polish government exiled in London
and the Soviet-controlled “Lublin” Poles. Amid all these cares and dangers Churchill had to find the course of prudence, of British national
interest, and, above all, of the earliest possible victory over Nazism. In doing so he was guided by the most secret sources of British
Intelligence: the daily interception of the messages of the German High Command. These pages reveal, as never before, the links between this
secret information and the resulting moves and successes achieved by the Allies. “A milestone, a monument, a magisterial achievement . . .
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rightly regarded as the most comprehensive life ever written of any age.” —Andrew Roberts, historian and author of The Storm of War “The most
scholarly study of Churchill in war and peace ever written.” —Herbert Mitgang, The New York Times
“A stunning achievement of research and storytelling” that weaves together all the major fronts of the Great War (Publishers Weekly). It was
to be the war to end all wars, and it began at 11:15 on the morning of June 28, 1914, in an outpost of the Austro-Hungarian Empire called
Sarajevo. It would end officially almost five years later. Unofficially, it has never ended: the horrors we live with today were born in the
First World War. The Great War left millions of civilians and soldiers maimed or dead. It also left behind new technologies of death: tanks,
planes, and submarines; reliable rapid-fire machine guns and field artillery; poison gas and chemical warfare. It introduced U-boat packs and
strategic bombing, unrestricted war on civilians and mistreatment of prisoners. Most of all, the war changed our world. In its wake, empires
toppled, monarchies fell, whole populations lost their national identities as political systems and geographic boundaries were realigned.
Instabilities were institutionalized, enmities enshrined. And the social order shifted seismically. Manners, mores, codes of behavior;
literature and the arts; education and class distinctions-all underwent a vast sea change. And in all these ways, the twentieth century can
be said to have been born on the morning of June 28, 1914. “One of the first books that anyone should read in beginning to try to understand
this war and this century.” —The New York Times Book Review
This atlas traces not only the tangled and bitter history of the Arab-Jewish struggle from the early 20th century to the present, it also
illustrates the move towards finding peace and the efforts to bring the fighting to an end through negotiation.
A comprehensive examination of Churchill s complex political, diplomatic, and intellectual response to Zionism"
Auschwitz and the Allies
Travelling in Search of the Past
The Illustrated Atlas of Jewish Civilization
A Concise History of a Nation Reborn
The Jews of Hope
A History of the Twentieth Century
In this stirring book, Martin Gilbert tells the intensely human story of Winston Churchill's profound connection to America, a relationship that resulted in an Anglo-American alliance
that has stood at the center of international relations for more than a century. Winston Churchill, whose mother, Jennie Jerome, the daughter of a leading American entrepreneur,
was born in Brooklyn in 1854, spent much of his seventy adult years in close contact with the United States. In two world wars, his was the main British voice urging the closest
possible cooperation with the United States. From before the First World War, he understood the power of the United States, the "gigantic boiler," which, once lit, would drive the
great engine forward. Sir Martin Gilbert was appointed Churchill's official biographer in 1968 and has ever since been collecting archival and personal documentation that explores
every twist and turn of Churchill's relationship with the United States, revealing the golden thread running through it of friendship and understanding despite many setbacks and
disappointments. Drawing on this extensive store of Churchill's own words -- in his private letters, his articles and speeches, and press conferences and interviews given to American
journalists on his numerous journeys throughout the United States -- Gilbert paints a rich portrait of the Anglo-American relationship that began at the turn of the last century.
Churchill first visited the United States in 1895, when he was twenty-one. During that first visit, he was invited to West Point and was fascinated by New York City. "What an
extraordinary people the Americans are!" he wrote to his mother. "This is a very great country, my dear Jack," he told his brother. During three subsequent visits before the Second
World War, he traveled widely and formed a clear understanding of both the physical and moral strength of Americans. During the First World War, Churchill was Britain's Minister of
Munitions, working closely with his American counterpart Bernard Baruch to secure the material needed for the joint war effort, and argued with his colleagues that it would be a
grave mistake to launch a renewed assault before the Americans arrived. Churchill's historic alliance with Franklin Roosevelt during the Second World War is brilliantly portrayed here
with much new material, as are his subsequent ties with President Truman, which contributed to the Truman Doctrine and the Marshall Plan. In his final words to his Cabinet in 1955,
on the eve of his retirement as Prime Minister, Churchill gave his colleagues this advice: "Never be separated from the Americans." In Churchill and America, Gilbert explores how
Churchill's intense rapport with this country resulted in no less than the liberation of Europe and the preservation of European democracy and freedom. It also set the stage for the
ongoing alliance that has survived into the twenty-first century.
Captioned maps covering modern Arab-Israeli hostilities, indicating national strengths and policies, military movements and engagements, and changes in Middle East borders.
An epistolary narrative follows the story of the Jews from Abraham's adoption of monotheism, through the biblical and Greco-Roman eras and the centuries of diaspora, to the
twentieth-century founding of the state of Israel.
A powerful account of Jews living in Muslim lands and the surprising truths about their shared history The relationship between Jews and Muslims has been a flashpoint that affects
stability in the Middle East and has consequences around the globe. In this absorbing and eloquent book Martin Gilbert challenges the standard media portrayal and presents a
fascinating account of hope, opportunity, fear, and terror that have characterized these two peoples through the 1,400 years of their intertwined history. Harking back to the Biblical
story of Ishmael and Isaac, Gilbert takes the reader from the origins of the fraught relationship—the refusal of Medina’s Jews to accept Mohammed as a prophet—through the ages of
the Crusader reconquest of the Holy Land and the great Muslim sultanates to the present day. He explores the impact of Zionism in the first half of the twentieth century, the clash of
nationalisms during the Second World War, the mass expulsions and exodus of 800,000 Jews from Muslim lands following the birth of Israel, the Six-Day War and its aftermath, and
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the political sensitivities of the current Middle East. In Ishmael’s House sheds light on a time of prosperity and opportunity for Jews in Muslim lands stretching from Morocco to
Afghanistan, with many instances of Muslim openness, support, and courage. Drawing on Jewish, Christian, and Muslim sources, Gilbert uses archived material, poems, letters,
memoirs, and personal testimony to uncover the human voice of this centuries-old conflict. Ultimately Gilbert’s moving account of mutual tolerance between Muslims and Jews
provides a perspective on current events and a template for the future.
A Lifelong Friendship
The Power of Words
Winston S. Churchill: Road to Victory, 1941–1945
A Life
The Routledge Atlas of the Arab-Israeli Conflict
Penetrating . . . beautifully rounds out and humanizes the character of the greatest statesman of the twentieth century. --San Francisco Chronicle. ""A multifaceted gem, sparkling
with anecdotes and insights about the nature of biography, the challenges and rewards of historical research, and of course Winston Churchill."" --Richmond Times-Dispatch
""Everything about Winston Churchill is extraordinary. During his excavation of his subject, Martin Gilbert has discovered many gems. In this book he holds some of the most
gorgeous jewels up to the light for us to admire."" --The Spectator. ""Gilbert here gives us Churchill's vast humanity with the politics largely left out. Readers daunted by the
8,000-odd pages of the official life should start here. They will love it."" --The Times (London). ""The portrait of Winston Churchill is . . . vivid and painted with an affection and
humour that rarely appear in the official biography."" --London Daily Telegraph. ""The work [Gilbert] has done puts all historians of the twentieth century, and all students of
Churchill, incalculably in his debt."" --London Sunday Telegraph.
Traces the country's history, from Theodor Herzel's proposal for a Jewish state and the first settlers in Palestine to the turbulent peace talks between the Israelis and Palestinians,
with photographs, maps, and facsimiles of historical documents.
Martin Gilbert, author of the multivolume biography of Winston Churchill and other brilliant works of history, chronicles world events year by year, from the dawn of aviation to the
flourishing technology age, taking us through World War I to the inauguration of Franklin Roosevelt as president of the United States and Hider as chancellor of Germany. He
continues on to document wars in South Africa, China, Ethiopia, Spain, Korea, Vietnam, and Bosnia, as well as apartheid, the arms race, the moon landing, and the beginnings of the
computer age, while interspersing the influence of art, literature, music, and religion throughout this vivid work. A rich, textured look at war, celebration, suffering, life, death, and
renewal in the century gone by, this volume is nothing less than extraordinary.
An unprecedented and judicious examination of what the Holocaust means—and doesn't mean—in the Arab world, one of the most explosive subjects of our time There is no more
inflammatory topic than the Arabs and the Holocaust—the phrase alone can occasion outrage. The terrain is dense with ugly claims and counterclaims: one side is charged with
Holocaust denial, the other with exploiting a tragedy while denying the tragedies of others. In this pathbreaking book, political scientist Gilbert Achcar explores these conflicting
narratives and considers their role in today's Middle East dispute. He analyzes the various Arab responses to Nazism, from the earliest intimations of the genocide, through the
creation of Israel and the destruction of Palestine and up to our own time, critically assessing the political and historical context for these responses. Finally, he challenges distortions
of the historical record, while making no concessions to anti-Semitism or Holocaust denial. Valid criticism of the other, Achcar insists, must go hand in hand with criticism of oneself.
Drawing on previously unseen sources in multiple languages, Achcar offers a unique mapping of the Arab world, in the process defusing an international propaganda war that has
become a major stumbling block in the path of Arab-Western understanding.
The Second World War
A Complete History
Final Journey
The Fate of the Jews of Nazi Europe
Surviving the Holocaust The Kovno Ghetto Diary
A History
IsraelA HistoryHarperPerennial
Blends the personal histories of Soviet Jews with a discussion of the centuries-old pattern of Russian and Soviet repression and persecution, in a study
of the Jewish people's battle for human rights in the USSR
Sets the scene with a brief history of anti-Semitism prior to Hitler, and documents the horrors of the Holocaust from 1933 onward, in an incisive,
interpretive account of the genocide of World War II
“A travelogue, spanning two weeks, of the essential sites of the Holocaust, by the venerable historian and author . . . [A] soul-searching trip” (Kirkus
Reviews). In 1996, prominent Holocaust historian Sir Martin Gilbert embarked on a fourteen-day journey into the past with a group of his graduate
students from University College, London. Their destination? Places where the terrible events of the Holocaust had left their mark in Europe. From the
railway lines near Auschwitz to the site of Oskar Schindler’s heroic efforts in Krakow, Poland, Holocaust Journey features intimate personal meditations
from one of our greatest modern historians, and is supported by wartime documents, letters, and diaries—as well as over fifty photographs and maps by
the author—all of which help interweave Gilbert’s trip with his students with the surrounding history of the towns, camps, and other locations visited.
The result is a narrative of the Holocaust that ties the past to the present with poignancy and power. “Gilbert . . . is a dedicated guide to this
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difficult material. We can be grateful for his thoroughness, courage and guidance.” —Los Angeles Times Book Review
The Day the War Ended
Never Again
Israel
The Holocaust
The Routledge Atlas of Jewish History
Zionism and Statecraft

A collection of the best and most quoted speeches and writings of Nobel Prize-winner Winston Churchill Winston Churchill knew the power of
words. In speeches, books, and articles, he expressed his feelings and laid out his vision for the future. His wartime writings and speeches
have fascinated generation after generation with their powerful narrative style and thoughtful reflection. Martin Gilbert, Churchill's
official biographer, has chosen passages that express the essence of Churchill's thoughts and describe-in his own inimitable words-the main
adventures of his life and the main crises of his career. From first to last, they give insight into his life, how it evolved, and how he
made his mark on the British and world stage.
A chronological compilation of twentieth-century world events in one volume—from the acclaimed historian and biographer of Winston Churchill.
The twentieth century has been one of the most unique in human history. It has seen the rise of some of humanity’s most important advances to
date, as well as many of its most violent and terrifying wars. This is a condensed version of renowned historian Martin Gilbert’s masterful
examination of the century’s history, offering the highlights of a three-volume work that covers more than three thousand pages. From the
invention of aviation to the rise of the Internet, and from events and cataclysmic changes in Europe to those in Asia, Africa, and North
America, Martin examines art, literature, war, religion, life and death, and celebration and renewal across the globe, and throughout this
turbulent and astonishing century.
A modern history of Jerusalem, from its 1917 liberation from the Turks by the British to present-day uneasy peace accords with the
Palestinians covers every political, cultural, religious, intellectual, architectural, and social facet of the city. 30,000 first printing.
$50,000 ad/promo.
Looks at the reaction of the Arab people to the Holocaust in North Africa, where thousands of Jews were forced into labor camps.
Kristallnacht
In Ishmael's House
Holocaust Journey
Churchill's Promised Land
The Concise Edition of the Acclaimed World History
The Story of Israel
A thoughtful and rigorous examination of the Jewish experience under Hitler’s “Final Solution”—based on eyewitness accounts and contemporary evidence. Focusing on firsthand
narratives from survivors and supported by contextual scholarship, Gilbert presents a masterful cross-section of the experiences of the millions of European Jews who lost their
homes, careers, families, and lives at the hands of Hitler’s “Final Solution.” The accounts of these journeys are at once unique and unified by both their tragedy and by their
triumphs. Gilbert’s vast knowledge on the subject, coupled with his frank and readable style, makes Final Journey accessible to readers and scholars alike. The text is supported by
eighty-four photographs—many of which were published for the first time in 1979—and twenty-four pages of maps prepared by the author, which help bring the stories of the men,
women, and children back to life in unflinching detail.
“The most comprehensive account of Israeli history yet published” (Efraim Karsh, The Sunday Telegraph). Fleeing persecution in Europe, thousands of Jewish immigrants settled in
Palestine after World War II. Renowned historian Martin Gilbert crafts a riveting account of Israel’s turbulent history, from the birth of the Zionist movement under Theodor Herzl
to the unexpected declaration of its statehood in 1948, and through the many wars, conflicts, treaties, negotiations, and events that have shaped its past six decades—including the
Six Day War, the Intifada, Suez, and the Yom Kippur War. Drawing on a wealth of first-hand source materials, eyewitness accounts, and his own personal and intimate knowledge of
the country, Gilbert weaves a complex narrative that’s both gripping and informative, and probes both the ideals and realities of modern statehood. “Martin Gilbert has left us in his
debt, not only for a superlative history of Israel, but also for a restatement of the classic vision of Zion, in which a Middle East without guns is not a bedtime story but an imperative
long overdue. This is the vision for which Yitzhak Rabin gave his life. This book is tribute to his memory.” —Jonathan Sacks, The Times (London)
“A richly textured and deeply moving portrait of greatness” (Los Angeles Times). In this masterful book, prize-winning historian and authorized Churchill biographer Martin Gilbert
weaves together the research from his eight-volume biography of the elder statesman into one single volume, and includes new information unavailable at the time of the original
work’s publication. Spanning Churchill’s youth, education, and early military career, his journalistic work, and the arc of his political leadership, Churchill: A Life details the great
man’s indelible contribution to Britain’s foreign policy and internal social reform. With eyewitness accounts and interviews with Churchill’s contemporaries, including friends,
family members, and career adversaries, it provides a revealing picture of the personal life, character, ambition, and drive of one of the world’s most remarkable leaders. “A full and
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rounded examination of Churchill’s life, both in its personal and political aspects . . . Gilbert describes the painful decade of Churchill’s political exile (1929–1939) and shows how it
strengthened him and prepared him for his role in the ‘hour of supreme crisis’ as Britain’s wartime leader. A lucid, comprehensive and authoritative life of the man considered by
many to have been the outstanding public figure of the 20th century.” —Publishers Weekly “Mr. Gilbert’s job was to bring alive before his readers a man of extraordinary genius and
scarcely less extraordinary destiny. He has done so triumphantly.” —The New York Times Book Review
This remarkable chronicle of life and death in the Jewish Ghetto of Kovno, Lithuania, incorporates Avraham Tory’s collections of official documents, Jewish Council reports, and
original photographs and drawings. Gilbert’s introduction supplies the backdrop of the war in Europe, considering crucial questions of collaboration and resistance.
Prelude to Destruction
Churchill and the Jews
Jerusalem in the Twentieth Century
A History of the Holocaust
Letters to Auntie Fori
Churchill
A work forty years in the making—Sir Martin Gilbert’s illustrated survey of the pre- and post-war history of the Jewish people in Europe. Masterfully covering such topics as pre-war Jewish life,
the Warsaw Ghetto revolt, and the reflections of Holocaust survivors, Gilbert interweaves firsthand accounts with unforgettable photographs and documents, which come together to form a
three-dimensional portrait of the lives of the Jewish people during one of Europe’s darkest times. “This volume introduces the crime to a new generation, so that it knows of the atrocities and
the seemingly futile acts of defiance taken, in the words of Judah Tenenbaum, ‘for three lines in the history books.’” —Booklist
Beginning with the founding of the State of Israel in May of 1948 and ending with the status of the nation today, a comprehensive chronicle of the history of Israel explores its political, religious,
cultural, and economic development.
In this new edition of The Routledge Atlas of Jewish History a series of 146 maps traces the worldwide migration of the Jews from ancient Mesopotamia to the opening years of the twenty-first
century. Spanning over four thousand years of history, it presents a vivid picture of a fascinating people and the trials and tribulations which have haunted their story.
This atlas offers a balanced and comprehensive visual history of the age-old Arab-Israeli conflict, spanning from the early history of the region (c. 1,000 B.C.) to the foundation of the state of
Israel, the intifada, and the peace initiatives of the 1990s. Clear, informative, and accessible maps detail the course of major events, including the Six Day War, the October War, and the Arab
world's reaction to the Camp David agreements, and offer useful insight into the social, political, military, and diplomatic dimensions of the current situation. Powerful and telling quotations
from those involved on both sides, and detailed annotations provide important historical background on this volatile conflict.
From Theodor Herzl to the Dream for Peace
In Search of Churchill
May 8, 1945 - Victory in Europe
A History of the Jews of Europe During the Second World War
The Story of 732 Young Concentration Camp Survivors
A Devastating Account of How the Allies Responded to the News of Hitler's Mass Murder

A history of Israel in the context of the modern Jewish experience and the history of the Middle East
An insightful history of Churchill's lifelong commitment—both public and private—to the Jews and Zionism, and of his outspoken opposition to anti-Semitism Winston Churchill was a young
man in 1894 when Captain Alfred Dreyfus, a Jewish officer in the French army, was convicted of treason and sent to Devil's Island. Despite the prevailing anti-Semitism in England as well
as on the Continent, Churchill's position was clear: he supported Dreyfus, and condemned the prejudices that had led to his conviction. Churchill's commitment to Jewish rights, to
Zionism—and ultimately to the State of Israel—never wavered. In 1922, he established on the bedrock of international law the right of Jews to emigrate to Palestine. During his meeting with
David Ben-Gurion in 1960, Churchill presented the Israeli prime minister with an article he had written about Moses, praising the father of the Jewish people. Drawing on a wide range of
archives and private papers, speeches, newspaper coverage, and wartime correspondence, Churchill's official biographer, Sir Martin Gilbert, explores the origins, implications, and results of
Churchill's determined commitment to Jewish rights, opening a window on an underappreciated and heroic aspect of the brilliant politician's life and career.
In the early hours of November 10, 1938, Nazi storm troopers and Hitler Youth rampaged through Jewish neighborhoods across Germany, leaving behind them a horrifying trail of terror
and destruction. More than a thousand synagogues and many thousands of Jewish shops were destroyed, while thirty thousand Jews were rounded up and sent to concentration camps.
Kristallnacht—the Night of Broken Glass—was a decisive stage in the systematic eradication of a people who traced their origins in Germany to Roman times and was a sinister forewarning of
the Holocaust. With rare insight and acumen, Martin Gilbert examines this night and day of terror, presenting readers with a meticulously researched, masterfully written, and eye-opening
study of one of the darkest chapters in human history.
Relates the experiences of a group of Jews, male and female, from Poland and Hungary who survived the concentration camps as teenagers
Churchill and America
Exile and Return
Lost Stories from the Holocaust's Long Reach Into Arab Lands
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The 5000-year History of the Jewish People and Their Faith
The Arab-Israeli War of Narratives
History of the Twentieth Century
Winner of the Jewish Book of the Year Award The first comprehensive yet accessible history of the state of Israel from its inception to present day,
from Daniel Gordis, "one of the most respected Israel analysts" (The Forward) living and writing in Jerusalem. Israel is a tiny state, and yet it has
captured the world’s attention, aroused its imagination, and lately, been the object of its opprobrium. Why does such a small country speak to so
many global concerns? More pressingly: Why does Israel make the decisions it does? And what lies in its future? We cannot answer these questions
until we understand Israel’s people and the questions and conflicts, the hopes and desires, that have animated their conversations and actions.
Though Israel’s history is rife with conflict, these conflicts do not fully communicate the spirit of Israel and its people: they give short shrift to the
dream that gave birth to the state, and to the vision for the Jewish people that was at its core. Guiding us through the milestones of Israeli history,
Gordis relays the drama of the Jewish people’s story and the creation of the state. Clear-eyed and erudite, he illustrates how Israel became a cultural,
economic and military powerhouse—but also explains where Israel made grave mistakes and traces the long history of Israel’s deepening isolation.
With Israel, public intellectual Daniel Gordis offers us a brief but thorough account of the cultural, economic, and political history of this complex
nation, from its beginnings to the present. Accessible, levelheaded, and rigorous, Israel sheds light on the Israel’s past so we can understand its
future. The result is a vivid portrait of a people, and a nation, reborn.
A Historian's Journey
The Arabs and the Holocaust
The First World War
Its History in Maps
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